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Abstract. Over the last decades, several billion Web pages
have been made available on the Web. The ongoing transition from the current Web of unstructured data to the Data
Web yet requires scalable and accurate approaches for the
extraction of structured data in RDF (Resource Description
Framework) from these websites. One of the key steps towards
extracting RDF from text is the disambiguation of named
entities. We address this issue by presenting AGDISTIS, a
novel knowledge-base-agnostic approach for named entity disambiguation. Our approach combines the Hypertext-Induced
Topic Search (HITS) algorithm with label expansion strategies and string similarity measures. Based on this combination, AGDISTIS can efficiently detect the correct URIs for a
given set of named entities within an input text.
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Introduction

The vision behind the Data Web is to provide a new machinereadable layer to the Web, in which the content of Web pages
is annotated with structured data (e.g., RDFa [1]). Most of
these websites are unstructured in nature. Realizing the vision of an easy to use and up-to-date Data Web thus requires
scalable and accurate natural-language-processing approaches
that allow extracting RDF from such unstructured data. One
central task during this process is named entity disambiguation (NED, also called entity linking). Current Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) approaches suffer from two major drawbacks: they perform poorly on Web-documents and
rely on exhaustive data mining methods or algorithms with
non-polynomial time complexity.
In this paper, we address these drawbacks by presenting
AGDISTIS, a novel NED approach and framework. AGDISTIS computes results by combining the HITS algorithm [4]
with label expansion and string similarity measures. A demo
of our approach (integrated into the Named Entity Recognition framework FOX) can be found at http://fox.aksw.org.
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The AGDISTIS Approach

Our approach to NED consists of three main phases: Given
an input text T and a named entity recognition function (e.g.,
[6]), we begin by retrieving all named entities from the input
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text. Thereafter, we aim to detect candidates for each of the
detected named entities. To this end, we apply several heuristics and make use of known surface forms [5] for resources
from the underlying KB. The set of candidates generated by
the first step is used to generate a disambiguation graph. Second, we rely on a graph search algorithm which retrieves context information from the underlying KB. Finally, we employ
the HITS algorithm to the context graph to find authoritative candidates for the discovered named entities. We assume
that the resources with the highest authority values represent
the correct candidates. All algorithms in AGDISTIS have a
polynomial time complexity, leading to AGDISTIS also being
polynomial in time complexity. In the following, we present
each of the steps of AGDISTIS in more detail.
Candidate Detection. In order to find the correct disambiguation for a certain set of named entities, we first need to
detect candidate resources in the KB. We begin by creating
an index comprising all labels of each resource. Our approach
can be configured to use any set of properties as labeling properties. For our experiments, we only considered rdfs:label
as labeling property. In addition, our approach can make use
of known surface forms for each of the resources in case such
knowledge is available [5]. These are strings that are used on
the Web to refer to given resources. Surface forms are added
to the set of available labels for each resource. In this paper,
we do not consider abbreviations although these could be easily included in the process by adding further labels into the
KB (e.g., via WordNet2 ).
Next to searching the index we apply a string normalization approach and an expansion policy to the input text: The
string normalization is based on eliminating plural and genitive forms, removing common affixes such as postfixes for
enterprise labels and ignoring candidates with time information (years, dates, etc.) within their label. For example, the
genitive New York’s is transformed into New York, the postfix
of Microsoft Ltd. is reduced to Microsoft and the time information of London 2013 is ignored. Our expansion policy is
a time-efficient approach to coreference resolution [7], which
plays a central role when dealing with text from the Web. In
web and news documents, named entities are commonly mentioned in their full length the first time they appear, while the
subsequent mentions only consist of a substring of the original
mention due to the brevity of most news data. For example, a
text mentioning Barack Obama’s arrival in Washington D.C.
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will commonly contain Barack Obama in the first mention of
the entity and use strings such as Obama or Barack later in
the same text. We implement this insight by mapping each
named entity label (e.g., Obama) which is a substring of another named entity label that was recognized previously (e.g.,
Barack Obama) to the same resource (i.e., dbr:Barack Obama).
If there are several possible expansions, we choose the shortest
as a fast coreference resolution heuristic for web documents.
Without the expansion policy AGDISTIS suffers from a loss
of accuracy of ≈ 4%.
Additionally, AGDISTIS can be configured to fit named
entities to certain domains to narrow the search space, e.g.,
for targeting DBpedia and persons, named entity types would
be dbo:Person, foaf:Person. Obviously, these classes can be
altered by the user as required to fit his purposes.
In its final step, our system compares the heuristically obtained label with the label extracted from the KB by using
trigram similarity which is a n-gram similarity with n = 3.
Computation of Optimal Assignment. Given a set
of candidate nodes, we begin the computation of the optimal
assignment by constructing a disambiguation graph Gd with
search depth d. To this end, we regard the input knowledge
base as a directed graph GK = (V, E) where the vertices V are
resources of K, the edges E are properties of K and x, y ∈
V, (x, y) ∈ E ⇔ ∃p : (x, p, y) is an RDF triple in K. Given
the set of candidates C, we begin by building an initial graph
G0 = (V0 , E0 ) where V0 is the set of all resources in C and
E0 = ∅. Starting with G0 we extend the graph in a breadthfirst search manner. Therefore, we define the extension of a
graph Gi = (Vi , Ei ) to a graph ρ(Gi ) = Gi+1 = (Vi+1 , Ei+1 )
where i = 0, . . . , d as follows:
Vi+1 = Vi ∪ {y : ∃x ∈ Vi ∧ (x, y) ∈ E}

(1)

Ei+1 = {(x, y) ∈ E : x, y ∈ Vi+1 }

(2)

We iterate the ρ operator d times on the input graph G0 to
compute the initial disambiguation graph Gd .
After constructing the disambiguation graph Gd , we need to
identify the correct candidate node for a given named entity.
Using the graph-based HITS algorithm we calculate authoritative values xa , ya and hub values xh , yh for all x, y ∈ Vd .
We initialize the authoritative and hub values as follows:
1
∀x ∈ Vd , xa = xh =
.
(3)
|Vd |
Afterwards, we iterate k times the following equations:
X
X
xa ←−
yh , yh ←−
xa .
(y,x)∈Ed

(4)

(y,x)∈Ed

We choose k according to [4], i.e., 20 iterations, which suffice
to achieve convergence in general. Afterwards, we identify the
most authoritative candidate Cij among the set of candidates
Ci as correct disambiguation for a given named entity Ni .
When using DBpedia as KB and Cij is a redirect, AGDISTIS
uses the target resource. As can be seen, we calculate the
optimal assignment solely by using polynomial time complex
algorithms.
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Preliminary Results

We carried out a preliminary evaluation of our approach
against state-of-the-art approaches (i.e., TagMe 2 [2],

AIDA [3] and DBpedia Spotlight [5]) on the MSNBC dataset.
There, we achieve 76.1% F-measure and outperform the state
of the art by up to 29.5% F-measure. Preliminary results
provided the following early findings: (1) Varying the search
depth d does not significantly improve F-measure because
within the underlying documents there are many similar
named entities forming a shallow semantic background. (2)
However, using only string similarity measures (d = 0) results in lower F-measure. (3) The expansion policy can have
considerable knock-on effects: Either the first entity and its
expansions are disambiguated correctly or the wrong disambiguation of the first entity leads to an avalanche of false
results. (4) Using n = 1, 2, 4 as n-gram similarity has been
proven to perform worse than using trigram similarity, i.e.,
n = 3.
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Conclusion

We presented AGDISTIS, a novel, LOD-backgroundknowledge-based named entity disambiguation approach. By
combining the scalable HITS algorithm and breadth-first
search with linguistic heuristics, we were able to precisely disambiguate a wide range of named entities. We see this work
as the first step in a larger research agenda. Based on AGDISTIS, we aim to develop a new paradigm for realizing NLP services, which employ community-generated, multilingual and
evolving LOD background knowledge.
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